
Chikara “The Battle” 1 Feb 2020 
Our 2 representatives in this event were Michael Dent and Samuel Shields. 

Michael faced off against John Bougias with weights and heights almost identical. 
John stepped onto the mat and looked like he was not a good fighter but 20 seconds 
into the match he had us all saying the opposite and Michael had a fight on his 

hands. But in true Michael Dent fashion he came out with all guns blazing and after 
3 very hard rounds he was the obvious winner. 
 

Samuel was against arch rival Dan Vrtacic and was giving away 16kg and 8cm.  
This match was one that will be remembered for a very long time as one of the best 

matches ever. Samuel fought a very smart and tactically great fight not allowing Dan 
to trap him and he also unleashed some kicks that just missed. He was also hurting 
Dan with his strong punches. 

 
After 3 rounds it was declared a draw and they went to a 1 minute extension. 
Samuel’s fitness was starting to show and he (again) took it right up to Dan who 

was flagging. However, another draw was called and they went into a 5th round of 1 
minute. Samuel clearly took this round and the decision as well as the Fighting Spirit 
award. 

  

 
 
If ever anyone wants to see what Kyokushin is all about they just have to watch this 

match. 
 
Samuel has now stamped himself as one of the best middleweight  fighters Australia 

has ever produced. 
 
To say that we were proud of both Michael and Samuel is to make the 

understatement  of the decade. 
 

The night was great and the 7 matches thrilled the crowd.  
 



 
 
Other matches that might have an interest to Branch members were Mitchell 

McDowell losing to Kristian Vergamalis and Melanee Barclay losing to Jacinta 
Maloney. 
 

 
We can now look forward to Traralgon and the Victorian Championships. Shihan Jim 
Phillips has indicated he and some fighters will be coming to Victoria and well as 

Shihan Judd Reid supporting both events. 
 



 
 
 


